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Abstract
The execution of business transactions in software typically involves multiple
threads, processes and databases on different computing nodes, and communication
between them. Problems in coordinating the use of shared resources or the exchange
of data can cause these transactions to become stuck, causing user frustration and
data loss, as well as failures and performance degradation in other transactions.
The objective of this thesis is to identify common problem scenarios and to create a
working prototype for detecting and diagnosing them to aid in preventing future
occurrences.

Motivation
A business transaction in software is a sequence of operations performing a common
task. In the simplest case, all operations of a transaction execute in a single thread on
one computer. Usually however, multiple transactions run at the same time, and their
execution involves several threads, processes and databases on different computing nodes
and communication between them.
In such typical applications, access to common resources such as shared memory or
database tables must often be restricted to one transaction at a time. When such
synchronization is not in place, data can be lost or become corrupted. However, improper
synchronization measures can lead to a transaction becoming stuck, preventing it from
completing [1, 2, 3]:
Starvation occurs when a transaction is continuously denied access to a resource it needs
to continue. For example, in an application that assigns resources solely based
on the requesting transaction’s priority, low-priority transactions will starve when
higher-priority transactions continuously request needed resources.
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Deadlocks happen to groups of transactions in which all transactions try to acquire
resources that other transactions in the group hold. In the simplest case, one
transaction holds resource r1 and tries to acquire another resource r2 , but r2 is held
by another transaction which is trying to acquire r1 at the same time.
Livelocks occur when transactions remain active (busy) without making progress. Sometimes this is the result of an attempt to resolve deadlocks: when the involved
transactions fail to acquire a resource, they release their held resources, but then
reacquire them in the same order, repeatedly ending up in the same situation.
Races are the result of missing synchronization when access to a resource should be coordinated or operations must be performed in a particular order. When a transaction
misses an event from another transaction as result of a race, it can become stuck
waiting for the event to happen.
Transactions can also become stuck when waiting to read input data or write output
data. Common causes are congested networks, overloaded remote computing nodes, or
defective hardware.
Stuck transactions can also simply be the result of programming mistakes. For example,
unconsidered atypical input values or overflows can result in a transaction becoming stuck
in an infinite loop.
A stuck transaction can have several negative consequences, such as:
Negative user experience when the stuck transaction leads to unresponsiveness in the
user interface or user actions are not being carried out.
Data loss can ensue when a stuck transaction remains unnoticed.
Resources occupied by the stuck transaction, such as computing power, memory, threads
and processes, files or network connections remain unavailable to other transactions. This can result in failures and performance degradation and also cause other
transactions to become stuck.
Hence, a mechanism for detecting stuck transactions and diagnosing their causes constitutes
a valuable tool for application developers and users.

Objective
The objective of this thesis is to create a working prototype implementation of real-time
stuck transaction detection. This implementation will be able to detect different kinds of
situations where a transaction has likely become stuck. When such a situation is detected,
additional data is collected and analyzed to assess the circumstances. The user is notified
and provided with an accurate analysis to help resolve the situation and prevent the
problem in the future. The detection mechanism should be as unintrusive to the monitored
application as possible and ideally require no prior configuration.
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The prototype developed for this thesis will be able to detect stuck transactions in Java
applications. It is expected that the general mechanics of the implementation also apply
to other platforms such as Microsoft .NET and native applications.
The completed prototype will be integrated into Compuware dynaTrace[4], a performance
analysis suite with the ability to monitor applications “end-to-end” across all its tiers.

Approach
Work on the thesis will be done in the following steps:
1. Research common reasons why transactions become stuck, how they behave in
that situation, and how such a situation could be detected in (near) real-time. Also
investigate and evaluate available software that has implemented this capability.
2. Create sample code modeling situations where transactions become stuck. The
code could be introduced in a real-world application to get more realistic behavior.
Observe the run-time properties the samples exhibit and determine which situations
can realistically be detected automatically.
3. Implement a prototype which can automatically detect stuck transactions.
4. Evaluate the implemented solution and determine where detection works well, and
where and how it could be improved. Measure the impact on observed applications.
Figure 1 shows the intended architecture of the prototype. An agent runs within the Java
virtual machine of the application. It is responsible for monitoring the application for
stuck transactions and forwarding relevant information to the server. The server collects
and analyzes data from the agent and provides them to clients, which display them to
users. For multi-tier applications, separate agents attach to each individual tier and
transmit information to a single server.
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Figure 1: Intended Architecture
Some of the specific tasks the individual components will need to perform are:
The agent needs to detect when a transaction spends too much time waiting, but also
when there is activity without progress. In order to diagnose locking problems, the
agent needs to be aware of the locks held by individual threads. It should also be
able to recognize and instrument locking code other than Java monitors, such as
3

ownable synchronizers1 or the wait() and notify() methods of the Object class2 .
For detecting infinite loops, it could be necessary to instrument individual branch
instructions.
The server, besides collecting and processing events, could detect stuck transactions or
correlations between them on a high level using information from different agents.
The client should provide views and visualizations that specifically aid in comprehending
stuck transactions.
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